
ACRL Instruction Section
Policy and Publications Review Committee
Virtual Midwinter Meeting 2012
Wednesday, December 12, 2012
2:00 PM EST

In Attendance:

Alexis Linoski, Chair
Stephanie Michel, Liaison
Christina Gola, Member
Brian Sullivan, Member
Nicole Spoor, Intern

Absent: Dr. Heidi Jacobs, Member; Barbara Mann, Member; Faith Steele, Member

Agenda

1. Welcome and Introductions

2. Additions/Changes to Agenda 
a. No changes

3. Approval of agenda
a. Agenda approved.

4. Announcements
a. Alexis announced that attendance at ALA Annual is no longer required for this committee.
b. Stephanie noted that there is still an attendance requirement for 2013; the new policy 

begins in 2014 and all committee work will then be virtual.  This committee will meet in 
person at ALA Annual in Chicago.

5. Review of Committee’s Goals and Activities
a. Bibliography of publications by/about the Instruction Section

i. Two committee members browse the literature to see what has been published by/
about the Instruction Section and finding are submitted in bibliography format.

b. Section publications tracking and revision archive and maintenance procedures
i. Committee maintains a spreadsheet of publications by the committee and monitors

the need for updates.  The committee then notifies the Executive Board liaison, who 
in turn notifies the committee that created the publication, so that it can be updated.

ii. Stephanie would like the committee to notify the Executive Board of any documents 
that need updating as soon as possible, per a request from the Executive Board and
try to update IS publication archive webpage to match the spreadsheet.

1. Suggestion that website redesign could include the spreadsheet or be linked 
to spreadsheet.

iii. Alexis asked if the Executive Board wants to continue with revision time line of 10 
years on most publications.  Those publications about technology seem to be in need 
of revision within a shorter time frame. Stephanie suggested submitting that as a 
formal question to the Executive Board. 



6. Project Assignment: Publications Tracking and Revision Archive Maintenance Schedule
a. Brian, Alexis, and Barbara will update tracking spreadsheet, compare the spreadsheet to 

webpage, and determine what documents may need to be on a shorter revision cycle.

7. Project assignment: Bibliography of Publications by/about IS
a. Stephanie noted that Publications By/About the section had not been updated to reflect last 

year’s work.  She will determine what steps need to take place to resolve this issue.
b. Faith and Christina will search the librarian literature index, committee pages and send 

messages to IS committee chairs to update the bibliography.  They will submit the update to 
Alexis by May 15, 2013.

8. Committee Assessment Task Force (CATF) Discussion
a. Strengths and weaknesses of your committee and its role within the current IS structure. 

i. It takes a while to figure out how the committee works and what is being done.  It 
might be a good idea to have longer appointments for this committee.

ii. The charge may need to be revised based on what the committee has actually been 
doing in the past few years.  More time is spent on maintaining archives rather than 
creating/redesigning policies.

iii. Make sure that the committee does not get any larger.
iv. There might be better way to manage the bibliography page in the future and the 

process should be reviewed every few years.
b. Suggestions for improving the usefulness of the publications and projects that your 

committee creates.
i. Section of draft of the Policy and procedure manual is being updated and there is a 

sizable section about the processes of this committee.  Because the procedures are 
evolving, it might be best to not put them in the manual, but provide a link to them 
instead.

ii. The publications archive and bibliography need to be more easily accessible. 
iii. Committee should promote the existence/usefulness of the archives and 

bibliography, though various methods, including IS Newsletters and relevant listservs.
c. Recommendations for improving the effectiveness of the IS committee structure

i. Liaisons seem to be the best resource for committees.
ii. Develop a method for keeping committees aware the work of other committees.

1. Virtual meeting for all IS committee members

9. Decisions and Actions
a. Brian will work with Alexis on overdue titles and matching the web archives to the 

spreadsheet.
b. Barbara and Alexis will continue to work maintaining the publication spreadsheet.
c. Faith and Christina will complete bibliography of publications by/about IS by May 15, 2013.  

Alexis will speak with Faith about this task.
d. Alexis will work with Christina to market bibliography and publications archive. 

10. Other Business
a. No other business

11. Meeting adjourned at 3:05 pm by Alexis Linoski, chair.
a. Next meeting will be at ALA Annual in June 2013.


